
engineering unleashed™

seriesmonty®

rim clamping tire changer



The monty® series presents a winning combination of traditional design and cutting-edge features 
that enhance productivity and prevent damage. It is an ideal addition to smaller, independent 
shops that cater to a diverse range of wheel and tyre combinations. The on-fl oor bead breaker, 
conveniently operated through an ergonomically located pedal, ensures the effortless and safe 
breaking of even the hardest beads. The monty® series offers a suite of functions that simplify the 
process of changing ultra-high performance and run-fl at tyres. Incorporating a blend of traditional 
design and modern productivity-boosting features, the monty® series is a highly recommended
addition to any shop, promising enhanced effi ciency and performance.

smartSpeed™
This revolutionary, patent-
protected technology optimizes 
the applied torque on the wheel 
and automatically establishes the 
maximum rotational speed of the 
wheel.

ON-FLOOR BEAD BREAKER
A conventional side-shovel 
bead breaker, featuring an 
ergonomically positioned pedal 
control situated a small distance 
from the shovel, is the quickest 
solution for efficiently handling a 
range of tires.

PNEUMATIC easymont®

Includes the top roller, pressing 
foot and lifting disk to streamline 
the mounting and demounting of 
low-profile and high-performance 
tires, enabling a single technician 
to perform tasks with ease.

monty® 3550 GP plus monty® 3300-24 smartSpeed / GP plus monty® 3300-22 smartSpeed / GP plus monty® 1270 smart

monty® series high productivity
easy to use
less technician fatigue



tilt-tower
Utilizing a pneumatic design, this 
feature maximizes clearance for efficient 
placement of the tire onto the turntable.

Swing-Arm
Optimization of space is skillfully ensured 
with a mounting arm that pivots to the 
side, allowing the machine to be efficiently 
installed directly adjacent to a wall.

TOOL BOX WITH AIR PRESSURE GAUGE
Providing a secure storage 
space, the tool box includes 
four convenient shelves for the 
organization of tools, valves and 
accessories.

PLUS CONFIGURATION
The plus kit is certified by 
wdk. They come standard with 
easymont® pro and plus kit that 
enable the correct mounting and 
demounting of UHP and run-flat 
tyres.. It consists of plastic bead 
breaker disc, tyre lever plus, 
rod with tapered roll, plastic tire 
protector, triangular bead pusher, 
spacers and plastic protector for 
bead breaker blade, Smart Bead 
Spacer and a bead clamp.

PNEUMATIC VERTICAL ARM
Swift and ergonomically designed, 
this feature effectively accelerates 
the process of positioning the 
mounting head on all types of 
wheels.



FIND A DISTRIBUTOR
https://hofmann-equipment.com/la-en/distributor
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monty® 3550 smartSpeed/
GP plus

3300-24 smartSpeed/
GP plus

3300-22 smartSpeed/
GP plus 1270 smart

Air Pressure Required 116-174 PSI | 8-12 bar 116-174 PSI | 8-12 ba 116-174 PSI | 8-12 bar 116-174 PSI | 8-12 bar
Dimensions HxWxD 58“x65“x90“ | 147x165x229cm 64“x66“x49“ | 162x169x126cm 64“x66“x49“ | 162x169x126cm 50“x68“x45“ | 125x173x115cm
Max Rim Diameter 26“ | 66cm 24“ | 61cm 24“ | 61cm 22“ | 56cm
Max Rim Width 16“ | 41cm 12“ | 31cm 12“ | 31cm 12“ | 31cm
Max Tire Width 17“ | 43cm 13“ | 33cm 13“ | 33cm 13“ | 33cm
Max Wheel Diameter 47“ | 119cm 39“ | 100cm 39“ | 100cm 39“ | 100cm
Power Supply 230V 1ph 50-60Hz 16A 230 V 1ph 50–60 Hz 16A 230 V 1ph 50–60 Hz 16A 230v 1ph 50Hz 10A

technical specifications

Fixed Jaws
To safeguard the wheel’s 
integrity, these nylon-covered 
jaws are self-centering and 
grip the wheel firmly for 
elevated stability and safety.

ADJUSTABLE CLAMPING JAWS
To safeguard the wheel’s 
integrity, these nylon-covered 
jaws are self-centering and 
grip the wheel firmly for 
elevated stability and safety.

TOP-SIDE BEAD SEATER
This ergonomic precision tool 
quickly injects compressed air into a 
tire, ensuring the bead seals tightly 
onto the rim.


